0007.02.142 #2144 Profile of Philadelphia anchorage – South Side. 4-23-25, (cables coming from right side of photo (with suspender ropes) being tied into anchorage)

0007.02.143 #2145 General View of Span looking N.W. 4-23-25, (suspended roadway almost complete, four masted schooner docked lower right corner of photo)

0007.02.144 #2146 Span looking N.E. from Philadelphia 4-23-25, (suspended roadway in sections extending from both towers, foreground sign … PIER 19 steamboat named … S STUART docked to right, beneath PIER 19 sign is sign TROCADERO … SPEEDGIRLS, group of men, motor truck)

0007.02.145 #2150 Phila. Anchorage – Looking East from West of Front St. 4-23-25, (direct front on view of tower with cables going into anchorage, elevated steel structure (railroad possible) across masonry wall)

0007.02.146 #2151 Camden Approach – Looking East from Delaware Ave. 4-23-25 (Crane in center, buildings on both sides of photo, dump truck, group of men by crane)

0007.02.147 #2152 Camden Approach – East of 4th. St. – Looking Northeast 4-23-25, (piles of rectangular stone in center, group of workers seated seem to be eating)

0007.02.148 #2153 Camden Approach – West of 3rd. St., Looking West 4-23-25, (two cranes (one crane A.B. CO 505) on track center of photo, on each side elevated steel structures, bridge tower in center distance)

0007.02.149 #2154 Camden Approach – Pile Driving West of 4th. St. 4-23-25, (in center small group of men sitting beneath pile driver, pile of wooden planks)

0007.02.150 #2158 Camden Anchorage Looking West 5-1-25, (scattered rectangular stones in foreground, two stacks at right of photo)

0007.02.151 #2159 Camden Anchorage Looking North 5-1-25, (main cables with suspender ropes, wooden planks scattered in foreground)